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PLANNING & CONTROL 
OF 
REPETITIVE UNIT PROJECTS 
lNlROOUCTlON 
Since the network method has been used as a planning 
technique project managers have had the opporcunity to gain 
much more confidence in their decision making . They are able to 
improve project planning and control for their projects because 
of the great advantages which the network technique has added to 
the field of construction management . 
Network Analysis as a planning technique is best used for 
non-repetitive projects such as po~er plants , petro-chemical 
pr-.::iJec ts, factories , etc. But 1AJt-1en p 1 cmn ins tor~ projec t·s H/-1 i c1·1 
t1ave the property of repetition as in housing projects , 
for~ poHer~ tr~ansm i ss ion 1 i nes pipe 1 ines 
r·eclamotion ar1d cultivation of loncl , etc., the net~·wr·t-:. cw1olysis 
as a planning technique becomes a matter of repeating a certain 
number of activities several times • 
Methods for planning and controlling highly repetitive unit 
projects have been investigated in the last 10 - 15 years rhe 
use of the line of balance CLOB) technique for linear plannin<::1 
and scheduling has been used principally on large production jobs 
t·or industrial production problems The use of LOB bY the 
1:::onstn_1ction industry 11as been limited. 
f he objective of this paper is to introduce the LOB concept 
tor plan11ing and control of highly repetitive unit proJects in 
the construction industry • Tl1is method had been irnplernented in 
cnree different pilot projects . 
r1-1e effect of the contractor •s 1 imi ted resources ti--,e 
oNner•s request for minimum or limited projecc duration , and the 
effect of constrained conditions on the planning procedure ~ill 
The contractor's decision to bid for an advertised contract 
cind his efficient performance dur~ing the constr~uction per~iod Hi 11 
be discussed through the repetitive units• Hand over Rate and the 
factors affecting it . 
The success of implementing the LOB concept in planning for 
che highly repetitive unit projects in the construction field 
requires an integr~ated system of resource scheduling and project 
progress tracking . A resource scheduling method and a proposed 
progress tracking sheet Nhich ~ere successfully used on the Pilot 
projects Hill be presented and discussed . 
The paper Nill conclude by presenting the main benefits of 
using t1-1e LOB in planning for the r1igrily repetitive unit projects 
in the construction field .It ~ill also highlight the main 




II- LINE OF BALANCE PROCEDURE 
rhe purpose of Line Of Balance ( LOB ) is to provide the 
pr~ojecr:: mc1nager~ vn tr-, et s i rnp 1 e in te-:=1rote.j sys tern for evC1 l uut ion cJt 
his critical activities on projects Hith repetitive work items . 
T1-1e output of tr1 is technique ''' i 11 c1ct as o tcwge t f-or~ tt12 pro j 2c:: -r:: 
tearn to assist in completion of the project wir::hin the budgeted 
cost and the estimated time Each activity Hill be checked 
against some target to allOH the project manager to find Nhere 
each activity is Hith respect to where it shoL1ld be • Activities 
that fall short of the target are denoted for further analysis • 
The planning procedure for the LOB technique involves five 
mi:Uor~ steps : 
(1) Determination of the critical activities Of a 
repetitive unit , their expected durations , their 
interelationships , and their interdependencies . 
(2) Determination of the objective cnart, i.e., LOB chart. 
(J) Derivation of the program chart, i.e., the target chart. 
(4) progress and cost tracking • 
(5) Analysis and decision making -
Similar to all construction projects , repetitive 
projects have the following main characteristics 
ur1 it 
( ·1 ) Request of the o~-Jner to de 1 i ver t1-1e proJec c in the 
minimum time 
(2) The contractors' limited resources and their wishes for 
having the maximum time • 
C3) Complexity of activities • 
.:: 
(4) Activity constraints • 
C5) Any combination of the above . 
The LOB has the ability co deal with all the privious 
situations through simple modification in the determination of 
the objective chart to suit the conditions available in each 
c cr::::e. 
Tne most important step in che LOB ~echnique is ~he 
decermination of the objective chart Once this is .obtained and 
agreed upon by the contractor's organization or by the ONner or 
by both , the other main steps are easily achieved • 
DA TA l~EQU I RED FOR US I NG LOB TECHNIQUE 
To use the LOB effectively there are certain data Hhich 
should be prepared . The follo~ing is a list of the information 
needed : 
C1) If time is restricted, the project total duration should 
be decided upon • 
(2) If resour~ces are limited, the ovoilot.::ile resour·ce:; for~ 
each activity their~ output rates , specific:utions 
special requirements etc. , are tabulated . 
(3> Constrained activities having fixed delivery dates , 
special dependency or r~equ i rerneri ts con tr' i:.1c tuo l 
conditions etc. ,should be recorded . 
( q) Trie numb et~ of the repetitive uni ts urider constr~uc ti on 
should be available • 
C5) The method of construction proposed for executing tne 
repetitive unit and 
critical activities , 
a bar chart shoNing the 
should be determined CPERT or CPM 
is used to obtain the critical activities ) • 
III - PLANNING PROCEDURE 
It is best to present a simplifiecl ce1se study from on uctucil 
project to illustrate the planning procedure and the usage 01· the 
LClB tecr1n i que • Be 1 OY'>J is an exrnnp 1 e case studv . 
CASE STUDY 
A contractor Has aHarded a contract to construct one hundred 
isolated reinforced concrete footings , for support of electrical 
transfor~mers • 
As mentioned before there are three main considerations 
CONSIDERATION I : ProJects with limited duration 
CONSIDERATION II : Projects with limited resources 
CONSIDERATION III: ProJects with constrained activitiesw 
CONSIDERATION I . . PROJECTS WITH LIMITED DURATION 
In this type of project the oHner requires the contractor to 
finish the project Hithin a specified time • 
Information available in this case : 
( ·1 ) pr~oJect duration .....•• ·12 months 
(~J Resources availoble •..••....•. should be provided by the 
contr~actor to finish the requir~ed 1rJi:11~k in ··12 montf·1s • 
(3) Number of project repetitive units .......•.••. 100 units. 
(4) Activities have no constraints • 
(5J Method of construction and bar chart providing the 
critical activities of a repetitive unit (based on CPM) 
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FIGURE ·1 REPETITIVE UNIT CPM NETWORK 
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FIGURE 2 REPETITIVE UNIT MASTER PROGRAM 
Only the critical activities ore considered since they 
determine the proJect duration • This also simplifies the LOB and 
add clarity to the analysis • 
DETERMINATION OF THE 080ECTIVE CHART ( LOB Char·t ) 
·rhe LOB is presented on a two dimensional chart , Nith the 
x-axis representing the time scale C 12 months ,i.e., 52 weeks ) 
and the vertical axis representing the number of repeticive units 
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FIGURE 3 LOB MAIN TWO AXES 
Point a~ should be located and it is the intersection of 
the vertical line drawn from the end of the project duration ( 52 
nd week ) and the horizontal line dra~n from the last unit of the 
project (100 th unit) • 
It is assumed that any footing , under the same working 
conditions, will require five weeks of time to be completed 
according to the contract's drawings and specifications • 
Utilizing the previous fact we can establish two boundary 
lin~s governing the start and the finish of all the repetitive 
units in the project • To achieve this the following steps are 
considered , see Figure 4 : 
('I) Draw " AB .. representing the total time consumed by the 
first footing ( 5 weeks ) on the time axis starting from 
zero time 
( 2) Drav.i " B"' A"' " starting from point " B""' " this 
represents the total time consumed by the last footing 
C 5 lAjeeks ) • 
(3) BY joining the two starting points of the first footing 
" A " and the last footing " A"' " ,we obtain the first 
boundary line "Start's Boundary Line CSBL) " • Similarly 
by joining points " B " and "8"'" ,the finishing points 
of the first and the last footing , we obtain the second 
boundary line" Delivery Boundary Line ( DBL ) " . 
8Y establishing these two boundaries we could determine the 
~·roJect situation at any time. The two points " C etncl D " in 
Figure 4, resulting from the intersection of the vertical line 
dra~n from any required date and the two boundary lines , when 
projected to the vertical axis provides the planned number of the 
units starting and finishing at that date ( points " C"' and 0"') • 
we can also determine the starting and the finishing dates of any 
8 
9 
unit, e.g., the 40 th unit in Figure 4. This is done by drawing a 
horizontal line from that unit to intersect the boundary lines at 
two points " E and F " , projecting these two points on the time 
axis - points .. E"' and F"' " - we con obtain the starting c1nd the 
finishing dates of the 40 th unit • 
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LOB EXTERNAL BOUNDARY LINES 
From Figure 4 we can observe the following 
chedule of the 40 th. unit 
67 units started starts at week 20 • 
56 units finished ends at week 25 • 
Going ·into more detail between the two boundary lines to 
1::!S tc1b 1 i sh the f i no 1 vi e!Al of the LOB chart, the durations "AB" cmd 
•• " are divided according to their critical activity 
·10 
.::Jurations, thus giving points" c:,o,E" and" C"·,o·",E'" .. F-IJ.:3.(5). 
Jo in ins each ti.Alo car-responding points " C cv , D o~.... , E E.-.... .. 
obtain further limitations bet~een the two main boundary lines. 
-100 
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FIGUl<E 5 LOB CHART FOR LIMITED DUl<ATION PROJECTS 
Each line, e.g. •• [J D'V" represents the finishing limit of tt1e 
r-einforced concrete (the preceding activity ) and the starting 
time line of transformer installations (the follo~ing activity ). 
Figure 5 represents the final view of LOB of projects ~ith 
limite durations • 
Note the following : 
(1) All main and secondary boundary lines are parallel . 
(2) The units delivery line" BB"' " star-·ts after a dLwation 
equal to the duration of the first repetitive unit 
cmd ends at point " B'" " 
( ::: ) The Starting Boundary 1 i ne " A P..'" " st or ts at zer-·o ti m.: 
on.j ends at o point" A .. v-.Jhicf1 is t::"=fore poini::" B'''" 
bY a time equal to the duration of one repetii::ive unit . 
(4J The zone betNeen any t~o parallel lines represents an 
area in Nhich the starting and the finishing poin~s of 
the activity could fluctuate . 
(5) Most of the activities in actual projects ore 
overlapping • In this situation the starts and the ends 
of each activity are Joined together to give the L08 
chart , Figure 6 . 
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FIGURE 6 LOB CHART WITH OVERLAPPING ACTIVITIES 
·12 
It is recommended to track only the end events of the 
repetitive activities to minimize the number of lines in the LOB 
Cl'1Clrt • 
(6) To present an actual field situation , it is r·eco1111nended 
to star~t ot point" A" after a 109icc1l period of time 
which could be used for project mobilization , and plan 
to finish the last repetitive unit ( point s~ ) before 
1:1-1e fined project completion date by a period of time 
~hich could be reserved for unexpected delays. Figure 7. 
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1--lGURE 7 LOB CHART WITH MOBILIZATION AND DELAY TIME 
(7) Holidays and expected stop time ~ill be discussed later 
under the topic" Projects ~'lith constrained activities " • 
CONSIDERATION II : PROJEc·rs WITH LIMITED RESOURCES 
The availability of resources is a consideration in the LOB 
planning procedure. The quantity of ~ark and availability ot 
r~esources determine the total project duration . 
Assume in the previous case study that the contractor cor1 
provide the folloHing limited resources : 
(1) T~o excavation cre~s C can ~ork on tHo units at a timeJ. 
(2) carpenters, iron Horkers, and concrete HOrkers are 
available for 10 footings at a time . 
(3) One 80 ton mobile crane Nhich can serve three footings 
at a time • 
(4) The contractor can furnish the necessary groups to 
handle the finishing Nork for four units at a cime 
Using these limited resources the contractor con determine 
the project total duration required to finish all the repecitive 
units of the contract • 
·rhe total time required to finish one repetitive accivicy 
for all the units is obtained from the folloHing relation : 
Where 
r.t (activity) = CN/n) * d 
f.t = Total time required to finish a repetitive activity 
for all the units . 
N = Total number of repetitive units in the project 
n = Number of units covered by the resource available 
at a time • 
d = Duration of activity in question • 
1 3 
'I 4 
Using this relation the total duration required to finish 
all excavation work for all the repetitive units in the proJect 
can be determined as follows : 
T.t (excav.) = CN/n) ~ d 
N (number of repetitive units) = ·100 units 
n (number of uni ts cover·ed at a ti rne by 
the resource available for excavation) = 2 
d (duration required to finish the excav. 
work of one repetitive unit CFIG. 2 ) = ·1 ;··~eek 
T.t(excav.) C total duration required to 
finish the excavation work 
for all the repetitive units )= l100 u./2 u.)~ 1 w. 
= 50 Heeks 
Tabuloting all vmrk 
T.t ( Excavation ) = ( 'I 00 u./ 2 u. ) * 'I v\I. = 50 v'leef:, s 
T.t ( R.C. Footing ) = ( 100 u./ 1 0 u. ) * ·.-:..l '- V\I • = 2U Heeks 
r. t ( Transf. Inst. ) = ( ·100 u./ 3 u. ) * ·1 ~.,, . = 3'1 weeks 
T.t ( Finishing work) = ( 100 u./ -4 u. ) ?k ·1 N. = 25 Heeks 
To represent these results on the· LOB chart the Following 
facts should be noticed : 
(1 J The dependency of activities should be represented 
according to the netHork figure 1 . 
(2) The boundary lines of different activities should never 
cross each other • 
(3) Always start by representing the boundary lines of the 
critical activities according to their logical sequence. 
(4) Usually when representing any two boundary lines, only 
the first and the last units are used as follows : 
(a) Locate the duration of the activity in question 
for the first unit • 
Cb) Locate the duration of the activity in question 
for the last unit The late finish of this 
activity Hill be ot o distance equol to "T.t" from 
the early start of the activity of the first unit. 
(c) Joining the starting dates and the finishing dates 
of the activity in question for the first and the 
lost unit , we obtain the tHo boundary lines 
required , see Figure 8. 
(5) If the " T.t " of the following activity is shorter than 
"T.t" of the preceding one ;follm,1ing the procedur~e 
given in step C4) will give crossing boundary lines, 
Figure 9, which means that at a time the R.C. activity 
is executed before the excavation activity is finished . 
C6J If such a case exists the activity having the shorter 
"T.t" st1ould be moved in the direction of positive time 
until the crossing is completely removed, see Figure 10. 
r1·1us, if the following activity has a" T.t" less than tr1e 
preceding one , the procedure for drawing the two boundary lines 
is a reverse of that described in step (~) • 
following the previous rules it is possible to present the 
results of the case study and obtain the LOB for the second 
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FIGURE 11 LOB FOR PROJECTS WITH LIMITED RESOURCES 
Notice the following : 
Ci> The activity boundary lines rn~e not parallel due to the 
cli ffer~ence in the " T.t (activities) " as a result ot lirnite•j 
r~esources • 
C2> There is no continuation between the activities of the 
same unit which might cause problems if some of these activities 
are left without being covered by their following ones ,e.g., 
excavation in the first unit is left for 31 weeks without being 
completed by the R.C Footing • 
·ro overcome this problem three solutions be 
considered: 
SOLUTION I 
R.C. footing group is called for whenever any footing is 
comp~etely excavated This might take place if the 
contractor has another nearby project from Hhich he could 
obtain the required group necessary to finish the R.C. Hark. 
SOLUTION II 
The contractor could reduce the resources available for the 
activities having small " T.t ", i.e., reduce the number of 
units covered at a time by that group , Hhich means making 
all the activities parallel using the activity having the 
1 ar~gest " T. t " as a guide . 
APPlYing this solution to the results in Figure 1 I He can 
reduce the delay of the project from 17 Neeks C69 W - 52 WJ 
to only 2 weeks , see Figure 12 • 
Resources required for the corrected activities Hill be 
covered under Resource Scheduling . 
SOLUTION III 
working in two shifts could be a decision to bring the 
activities Nith large " T.t " parallel to the activities 
11avin9 smal 1 " T.t 
resources to the Job 
" 1-'Jh i ch is the some as adding n1or-·e 
The cost associated ~ith this 
solution must be considered • Benefits may be achieved by 
using this solution if the contractor is able to reduce the 
total project duration to obtain the bonus of an early 
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FIGURE 12 CONSIDERATION II AFTER TIME REDUCTION 
(3) To obtain parallel activity boundary lines the resources 
of activities with iar~ge" T.t " should be increased to 
cover more units at a time until the inclination of the 
boundary lines of these activities are the same as those 
riaving small " T.t " Determ in i n·::i the r.:?sources 
required for activities with large " T.t " be 
discussed under Resource Scheduling • 
(4) It is difficult to deliver limited duration projects in 
time since their activities depends on the availability 
of resources • 
(5) In actual projects, time and resources are often limited 
and the contractor has to balance between his limi~ea 
resources and the owner's request for a limited time 
contract, i.e., he has to balance between time and cost. 
CONSIDERATION III : PRO~ECTS WITH CONSTRAINED ACTIVITIES 
Constrained activities have a great effect on the LOB shape. 
This effect should be studied and considered at on early stage in 
the planning process • 
Examples of constrained activities are : 
* Special delivery dates of certain materials 
* Special starting dates of activities 
* Special arrival dates of equipment 
~ Delay requirements between activities 
~ Financial restrictions ' etc. 
When considering any constrained activity in the LOB chart , 
the same procedure described before in Consideration I and II 
c limiced duration and limited resources ) is followed plus the 
study of the change which the constraint might cause to the 
activity boundary lines . 
Referring to the previous case study and assuming that the 
Transformer Installation activity has the following conditions : 
(1) ·rhe first 50 transformers will arrive at the site 
during week 15 , and will be available for use by 
the start of week 16 • 
(2) The second 50 transformers will arrive at the site 
during week 39 and will be available for use by 
the start of week 40 • 
To obtain the ObJective Chart unde~ these conditions and 
20 
considering a fixed proJect duration, excavation and R.C. footing 
boundary lines are located as discussed before in the case of 
limited duration • The follONing tNo facts should be considered 
Hhen locating the boundary lines of the Transformer Installation 
activity 
C1) The installation of the transformers of the first unit 
can not start after its R.c. footing Hhich is con1pleted 
since the transformers ( of the first 50 units ) ~ill 
not be available until the start of Neek 20 . 
C2) for units 51 to ·100 the start Hill be in week 40 
Presenting this on the LOB chart the folloNing alternatives 
could be presented : 
FIRST ALTERNATIVE 
The objective in this case is to have minimum delay betNeen 
the activities of the same unit and to cover the work available 
and ready for the constrained activity and the activities 
folloNing it Since 50 units of transformers are available by 
week 20 the early start of the transformer installation 
activity of the first unit could be at the beginning of that 
Neek. Checking the late finish of the R.c. footing of unit 
number 50 (as discussed before ) it is found to be in ~eek 27 
Nhich is after week 20 , this gives us the opportunity to achieve 
minimum delay between the activities of the 50 th unit and to 
schedule the transformer installation activity of that unit 
directly after the R.C. footing giving zero delay, see figure 13. 
Similarly , as soon as the next 50 transformers are 
available at the beginning of week 40 the boundary lines are 
21 
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LOB CHART WITH MINIMUM DELAY 
BETWEEN ACTIVIVTIES 
SECOND ALTERNATIVE 
In this case the objective is to achieve a continuous ~ork 
for the group installing the transformers through the 100 units . 
To achieve this , the two different arrivals of the transformers 
are Joined together by the external boundary lines and then 
connected with the activities of the last unit so that no delay 
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FIGURE 14 LOB CHART FOR CONTINUOUS WORK 
THll~O ALTERNAl IVE 
The objective of using this plan is to make use of the 
project duration to minimize the resources needed to cover the 
delay of the constrained activities • The units of the project 
are divided into t~o parts according to the availability of the 
constrained activities Each constrained activity and its 
successors are assumed as t~o separate project progressing at the 
same time with different resources • The boundary lines of these 
activities are drawn so that their starting and finishing point 
of the first unit are connected to their correspionding ones of 
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LOB CHART FOR MINIMUM RESOURCES USAGE 
The choice between these three alternatives depends upon the 
r~esources ova i 1abi1 i ty v'lh i ch v·l i 11 be covered under Resource 
Sct1edu ling • 
NOTICE THE FOLLOWING 
( 1) Activities f1Jl lov~ing the transformer installation Ni 11 
be obliged to have the same delay • 
C2) Although this is a limited time project the boundary 
lines of the constrained activities and those that 
follo~ them will not be parallel to the preceding 
activities • 
(3) Large non-working periods usually appears between the 
constrained activities and their successors and bet~een 
their predecessors. This might cause problems and ~aste 
of time and money • 
(4) All activities could be scheduled parallel to the least 
T.t(activity) This might lead to a decrease in 
project duration and an increase in total cost due to 
the increase of resources used to achieve this condition 
IV HAND OVER RATE ( R ) 
Hand over rate C R ) is the rate the repetitive units of the 
project are delivered or finished BY knowing this rate the 
contr~octor can decide 1-'~hether or not r-ie could bid for~ the 
contract • This decision depends on his previous experience with 
hand over rates , his capabilities , and his available resources. 
Deciding on a logical hand over rate and allo~ing for some 
time for mobilization and unexpected delays the o~ner could 
announce and include in his contract documents a reasonable 
project duration for bidding purposes • 
Hand over rate C R ) depends on the following factors : 
C1) Relation bet~een number of units under construction and 
the project duration • 
C2) Duration required to finish one repetitive unit • 
(3) Resources available • 
RELATION BETWEEN NUMBER OF l~EPETITIVE UNITS AND PROJECT 
DURATION 
Consider the Delivery Boundary Line "BB""'", and assume that 
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FIGURE 16 INCLINATION OF ACTIVITY BOUNDARY LINE 
From similarity of triangles 
r/( T-D )=1 /( N-1) 
r = ( T - 0 ) I C N - 1 ) = COT ~ 
~·~here 
r = Time interval between the finishing dates of t~o 
successive repetitive units • 
T = Total project time . 
N = Total number of repetitive units . 
~ = Angle of inclination Of the boundary 1 in e v.i i tt1 
respect to the time axis . 
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D = Time required to finish one repetitive unit . 
Referring to the previous case study , the interval betHeen 
the finishing dates of any two successive repetitive units can 
be calculated as follows : 
T = 52 weeks 
D = 5 weeks 
N = '100 UNITS 
Hence r = C 52 - 5 ·) I C ·100 - 1 ) = 0. 45 
= o.5 weeks 
i.e., every 0.5 week a unit has to be finished This 
corresponds to a hand over rate of 2 units I week. 
From which we can derive the following relation : 
HANO OVER RATE < R ) = 1 I r = TAN. ~ 
If the contractor handling the project has the ability to 
HOrk on two units at the same time , the LOB Chart would look 
like that in figure 7 , the unit increment will be two units 
instead of one • 
In this case the hand over rate will be : 
R = 2 TAN ~ = 2 C 100 - 1 ) I C 52 - 5 ) 
= 4 UNITS I WEEK 
Hence the general relation would be as follows : 
HAND OVER RATE C R ) = n lAN ~ UNITS I UNIT TIME 
ltJhere n = Number of units planned to be working in 
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FIGURE 17 LOB CHART WITH 2 UNITS EXCAVATED AT A TIME 
EFFECT OF REPETITIVE UNIT DURATION ON HAND OVER RATE C R ) . 
It is preferable to keep the duration required to finish the 
repetitive unit as short as possible . This is achieved by giving 
more attention to the method of construction used for the 
repetitive unit, and the resources assigned to the critical 
activiti1:0:!s • 
The longer the unit duration " D .. the greater the angle "~" 
between the boundary lines and the time axis which in turn 
increases the number of units required to be completed or 
delivered during the project time ( T ) • Hence, the hand over 
r~ate "R" is directly proportional to the activity duration "D". 
To clarify this relation , assume that the duration of one 
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r~epet it i ve unit is equal to 12 weeks instead of 5 1-"Jeeks . 
Since HANO OVER RATE ( R ) = n TAN. 1P 
and n = one unit at a time = 'I 
TAN. (~ = ( N - 'I ) I ( T - D ) 
therefore HAND OVER RATE ( R ) = ( 100 - 1 ) I ( 52 - ·12 
= 2.5 Ufl.fITS I vJEEI< 
= 5.0 UNITS I ? [,JEE!<S '-
Therefore 1r.1hen " D " increased from 5 Neeks to 12 Heef<.s 
" R " increased from 4 units/H to c:: '-' uni ts/v·J 
As a matter of fact if the total project duration is too 
shor~t for example 25 1-"Jeeks instead of 52 1-"Jeeks , and the 
duration of the repetitive unit is 12 weeks , the hand over rate 
Hill be as folloHs : 
R = C '1 0 0 _ ·1 ) I C 2 5 _ 1 2 ) = 8 UN I TS I WEEK 
Nhich is a high hand over rate • The contractor might face 
difficulties in achieving this hand over rate • 
EFFECT OF RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON THE HANO OVER RATE C I~ ) 
Limited resources have a great impact on the inclination of 
the activity boundary lines , i.e., angle~ which in turn affect 
the hand over rate C R ). Affect of limited resources on the LOB 
chart 1-"Ji 11 be disc·ussed in the resource scheduling section • 
Note the Following : 
C1) Hand over rate could be calculated for any repetitive 
activity • 
(2) Since the starting boundary line C SBL ) is parallel to 
the delivery boundary line.( DBL ) the rate of finishing 




V RESOURCES SCHEDULING 
One of the main objectives of planning is to determine the 
optimum resources required to complete the contracted ~ark ~ith 
the desired quality , at the agreed time , for the agreed cost • 
Deriving the resource schedules from the LOB chart is 
different from other planning techniques due to the overlapping 
between the repetitive units and their activities • The nL1mber of 
resources used to finish the ~ork depends on the total project 
duration and the required hand orer rate • 
.. To determine the resources needed for~ cmy r~epet it i ve 
activity in the LOB chart the following information should be 
0 1 0 i I ab 1 e : 
(1) The duration " d '' required to execute the activity in 
question • This can be obtained from the project netNork 
or the bar chart , Figures 1 and ? '- . 
(2) The number~ of units executed in parallel at a time," n ". 
(3) The time interval between the start of two successive 
repetitive activities, " r~ " 
(4) Constituents of the group needed for a particular Job , 
i.e., labor , equipment , etc. 
In the case study described before , the excavation activity 
has the following information : 
d = 1 v'leek 
n = 1 unit 
r = o.s week 
Since every o.5 week excavation starts in a new unit and 
since 1.0 week is required to finish the excavation we need 
two excavation groups for the whole Job • Figure 18 is the 
graphical representation for this situation . 
The following relation can be derived from the previous 
cliscussion : 
Number of groups required = ( Duration () f activity in question )/ 
( Time interval betv-~een 
two successive starts ) 
= ( d ) I ( r ) 
This could be put in the general form as follows 
# G. ( activity ) = n * d * R 
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FIGURE 18 ASSIGNMENT OF EXCAVATION CREWS 
To determine the resources required for the LOB chart in fig. 13 
the following procedure is followed 
(1) Resources required for Excavation 
n = 1 
d = 'I 
N = 100 
D = 5 
unit at a time 




T = 52 1-'ieeks 
since R = 1 I r = tan. ~ 
Therefor~e R = ( 100 - ·1 ) / ( 52 - 5 ) = u.s units I v-ieek 
.A.flij since # G· ( activity ) = n * d * R 
Therefore # G. ( excavation ) = 1 * 'I * 
,-, = ·? groups .:::. '- . 
fhe following schedule, Table 1, is formed using the 
previous result • 
· Activity : EXCAVATION 
Group contents : 
type Code 
Excavator 6415 




$ 30 I hr. 
------------------------------------------------------
Group assignment: Area 4 
--------------~-----------~-----~-----~-----~------~--
UNITS , 1 . 3 . 5 7 9 11 • 
G.1 ••••••• ·················•·····•····· ······•·-
E S • . 
UNITS 2 4 6 8 10 12 
· G.2 ......................••... ~--··· ....... . 
E S 
TABLE 1 RESOURCES NEEDED FOR EXCAVATION 
' 
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(2) Resources required for R.c. foundation 
n = ·1 unit at a.time 
weeks I activity I unit d = 2 
R = 2 units I week ( the same as in excav. 
since the boundary lines are parallel . 
Therfore # G. C R. C found. ) = 1 * 2 *' 2 = ~ gr·oups 
The units assigned for each group and their starting dates are 
scheduled in the Table 2. 
Figure 19 is used to determine assignment of the R.C. crew 
7 r i 
6 r G.2 
(J) 
5 r G.1 
f-
;-; 4 r G.4 
2 
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FIGURE 19 ASSIGNMENT OF R.C. FOOTINGS CREWS 
l3) Resources required for the transformer installation 
n = 1 unit at a time 
d = 1 week I act. I unit 
r = cot ~~ Figure '13 
= ( ( LF of R.c. foudation unit 50 ) -
( ES of transformer installation unit ·1 ) ) I 
( # of units under consideration ) 
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= Activity: R.C.FOUNO. # G. Assigned = 4 G-
~------------------------------------------------------~ . 






$ 18 I hr. 
·------------------------------------------------------
~ Group assignment: Area 4 
=-------------- ---------------------------------------
• UNITS 1 5 9 13 
~ G. 1 ········~·······~········· ·····-~·-···~······ .. 
. E S . . . 
. UNITS . 2 6 10 14 . 18 ~ • 
G.2 -. . . . . . I ..... a . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .... -. . . .. . .. . . ... -
; - E s lo lo • . • 
.. 
.. UNITS 3 ·r 11 15 19 "' • .. 
i: G,3 .. . . -. . - .. . . . . . ....... . .. .. . . .... Ill • .. . . . . . .. . . . . . - ••• 
~ ~ E s lo .. lo 
UNITS • 4 • 8 • 12 16 .. 20 • 
~ G,. 4 
E S 
TABLE 2 RESOURCES NEEDED FOR R.C. FOOTINGS 
Hhere LS = Activity late finish date 
ES = Activity early start date 
= ( 27 20 ) I 50 = 0 .1 .q Heeks 
R = 'I I r = 
:i+ of G. C T. Instal 1. ) · = 
~hich means that seven groups 
transformer installation work 
'I I so = '( 
-1 "' 1 "" 7 = 
are needed to 
trwough the v.Jt-10 le 
units / week 
7 9r~oups 
finish 011 
project i fl tt)e 
required duration • A schedule for the units assigned to each 
group could be formed • 
(4) Resources required for the finishing work 
Since the boundary lines of the finishing work are parallel 
to those Of the transformer installation ' seven groups are alSO· 
required to fulfill this work . 
C5)Resources required for transformer installation (units 51 -1 00) 
n = 1 unit at Cl time 
d = 1 v11eek I act. I unit 
r = cot ~" Figure '13 
= ( 50 "10 ) I 50 = 0.2 v'leek 
R = 'I I r = 5.0 units I week 
# G. CT. Install. 50 TO 100 ) = ·1 * 'I * 5 = 5 groups 
As discussed previously in Consideration III ( projects with 
constrained activities ) there are three alternatives for the 
execution of the transformer installation activities for units 1 
to 50 • Resources for the First Alternative had been discussed . 
Similarly the resources required for the Second and Third 
Alternatives could be obtained • 
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In order to determine the optimum number of groups required 
for an activity , the planner should go into more details ~hen 
analyzing the resources needed for that activity • 
To discuss this statement , consider the R.c. foundation 
activities from the previous calculations. It was recommended to 
use four groups to finish all the activities through the project. 
BY breaking the R.C. foundation into its components Table 3 , the 
following facts are observed : 
(1) Each group should contain the folloHing sub-groups: 
* carpenters ' 
* Iron workers , 
* Concrete sub-group , 
* back-fill sub-group 
(2) Each sub-group is only utilized a few days according to 
the sequence of work and not a full time of two weeks . 
: DAYS 
R.C. components· 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 







Table 3 R.C. FOUNDATION COMPONENTS 
The optimum number of groups could be obtained 




As a result of this analysis , One group is required to 
cover~ a 11 the repetitive R. C. foundation work for a 11 the uni ts , 
tt·,us saving the cost and time of triree groups • 
rhis procedure should be considered for every activity 
before a "final decision on the resources needed at the Job site • 
From the previous discussion we can conclude the following: 
(1) The number of groups required for any activity is 
affected by the following : 
(a) Number of units executed at a time , " 





(c) The hand over rate of the activity in question, "R" 
C2) The contractor has to choose the alternative which 
minimizes his total cost • 
(3) The required number of groups should be checked for 
redundancy before scheduling • 
(4) Since these are the project critical activities , the 
scheduled resources should be provided by the contractor 
~ithout any delay • 
(5) Resources required for the other non-critical activities 
should also be determined and balanced utilizing the 
activity float to obtain the best resources allocation • 
VI - PROJECT PROGRESS TRACKING 
The purpose of effective planning and scheduling is to 
develop a continuous comparison between the actual achievements 
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- ..... -- . - . - ... - ... -
• . Duration in days ' 
R.c. Foundation~ • 
Components ~ 5 10 15 20 25 : 30 35 . 40 
' 





Back-fill - : 
R.C. UNIT 2 
L-~~-- I •formwork I Steel reinf. Concrete i-.iork -








Dismantle forms t -Back-fill -
TABLE 4 R.C.FOUNDATION COMPONENTS OVERLAP 
at the Job site and the previously planned achievement • This is 
to ensure that the contractor will fulfill his time and cost 
obligations • 
Actions should be considered by the project manager , 
Hhether in the plan or in the execution phase, to correct anv 
.::Jeviotion. Figure 20 is a schemotic diagrarn of the planning cycle 
PLANNING 
WHO, WHAT, WHEN, HOW ___ J ____ _ 
REVIE~J & COMPARE 
ACTUAL AGAINST PLAN 
FIGURE 20 PROJECT PLANNING CYCLE 
Since controlling is the process of making events confirm to 
schedules it is essential to put the objective chart c LOB 
chart ) in a simple and readable form for the purpose of easy and 
quick progress tracking • This is achieved by THE PROGRAM or 
TARGET CHART which is derived from the LOB chart • 
The contents of this chart are : 
(1) A horizontal dimension is the time scale in the form 
of the project calendar • 







C3) The number of units obtained from the LOB chart and 
planned to be covered within the other t~o dimensions . 
PROCEDURE TO OBTAIN THE PROGRAM CHART 
fhere are two methods to derive the program chart ,graphical 
and analytical. The following is a discussion of each . 
(1) THE GRAPHICAL METHOD 
First a vertical line is drawn from any point along the time 
axis until it intersects the boundary lines of the repetitive 
activities on the LOB chart • The intersection points are then 
projected horizontally to the ordinate scale to obtain the number 
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FIGURE 21 RESOURCES SCHEDULING USING GRAPHICAL METHOD 
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4·1 
Hence , by drawing vertical lines from every week through 
the project duration and following the previous concept the 
corresponding number of units required to be finished at that 
date are obtained • These are then tabulated to give the desired 
program or target chart shown in Table 5. 
C2) ANALYTICAL METHOD 
In this method, the Hand over Rate , " R ", is used to 
determine the number of units which should be finished at a 
certain date for a certain activity • 
Since R = number of activities handed over or finished in 
a certain unit of time = 1 I r = Tan. ~ 
BY calculating the value of" R " for tr1e activity under 
consideration, the constant increase of the units for each unit 
of time is obtained The program chart is then filled 
horizontally for the activity by increasing the units each unit 
of time by the •• R .. value obtained • 
For example to fill the program chart for excavation in the 
case study presented , the following steps are considered 
C1) R cexcav.) =Tan.~= C100 -1) I C52 - 5) = 2.·11 U/W 
Fractions of a unit should be neglected Nhen calculating " R '' 
for example , if " R .. = 3.8 units I week 
then consider " R " = 3 units I week 
This ~ill give some advantages to the project team on the Job . 
A correction should be made while scheduling the number cif 
units to cover the neglected cumulative unit fractions , i.e. for 
the excavation activity a unit shciuld be added every 10 ~eeks 
to cover the 0.11 unit neglected ~eeklY • 
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ProJ. Name: •••••••••.••• PROGRAM CHART 
~~ORr~ AREA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
year 
...... -..~---:i. . ...-
ACTIVITY. date 




Excavation ACTUAL ~ 
% COMP. 
' • 
' PLAN. 56 






PLAN. 50 ' 
'Finish w. ACTUAL 
% COMP. . 
. . 
TABLE 5 PROGRAM CHART FOR THE GRAPHICAL METHOD WEEK 28 
<2) The activity Delivery Boundary Line is consider~ed from 
the first date it starts , i.e., week ONE in this case • 
(3) The following weeks are calculated as follows 
At end of week one = 1 unit is excavated 
At end of week two = 1 + 2 = 3 units are excavated 
At end of week three = 3 + 2 = 5 units are excavated. This 
procedure is continued until all the project units are finished . 
Table 6 is then filled • 
- - - - - -
\YEAR ' 
\DATE 
- - - - - - - - -
ACTIVITY CUMUL- ~ 1 : 2 3 : : 46 - 4'7 48: 49 50: 51' 52 
_ .................. .............. ...... ............. .--... ... 
--~· 









TABLE 6 PROGRAM CHART FOR THE ANALYTICAL METHOD 
Similarly this is done for the rest of the LOB criticbl 
activities • The final program chart for Consideration I 
( Projects with limited duration ) is shown in Table 7 . 
PROJECT PROGRAM CHART 
re:••• ..... .... .. ... • .. • • • • • • • • • • 






PLAN. - - -1 l h s . t-1'! II 13 ,,5 1~J2022 j7~Ul•i ~o 
' ACTUAL I 





TABLE .7 , 
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The following should be noted regarding the program chart : 
(1) At any week the project manager could easily observe the 
planned work that should be finished by his team • 
(2) The actual progress of work is recorded on the program 
chart every week • The percentage of work completed for 
each activity is obtained by dividing the its actual 
achievement by the planned one. 
(3) Activities falling behind schedule, i.e., those ~ith lo~ 
percentage of completion , are analyzed and suitable 
actions taken to overcome the delay • 
(4) Determining the program chart using the analytical 
method is easier and more accurate than using the 
graphical method • 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The LOB technique provides project managers with a simple 
integrated system to assist in the planning and monitoring of 
complex repetitive type projects • 
As described in this paper and determined from the work done 
in the pilot projects where this technique was used , the LOB 
scheduling can handle three different project situations : 
Projects with limited duration Consideratio~ I 
Projects with limited resources Consideration II 
Projects with constrained activities Consideration III 
From the discusion of the Hand Over Rate in this paper it is 
clear that the contractor can make 6 decision whether or not he 
can bid for the Job • 
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Resource scheduling in highly repetitive unit projects 
depends on the hand over rate. Economical resource allocation 
requires extensive analysis before a final decision is made on 
the number of groups which should be ordered for an activity . 
This paper presents a project progress tracking method 
Nhich converts the LOB chart to a simple readable form • This 
solved the major LOB tracking problem and gave the project 
manager the opportunity to determine the job's present and future 
situation and to calculate the percentage of work completed . 
The follo~ing are the main LOB benefits when it is used for 
planning and scheduling of repetitive unit projects : 
(1) It is an easy technique to construct and implement 
(2) It integrates the LOB concept with the PERT I CPM . 
(3) Information input are collected at the selected lo~est 
levels of management • 
C4) It provides periodic updating of progress and cost, plus 
a measurement of the relationship between actual units 
accomplished with those planned • Thus, the manager is 
continually apprised of the status of current Nork as 
~ell as the forecast of the future schedules • 
(5) provides management with an easy progress control method 
(6) Potential problems are highlighted in time through a 
simple tracking procedure that aids effective corrective 
actions • 
(7) It is a flexible technique for handling constrained 
activities subjected to special considerations . 
The success of the LOB as a planning and scheduling 
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technique depends on resources assigned to each activity and 
estimates of the rates of production of each group • Since errors 
in estimates are magnified ~ith the increasing repetition of the 
units , the LOB resources scheduling should be handled ~ith great 
care to prevent project time or cost overrun • 
Records from previous projects should be considered in 
determining the output rates , production and group sizes • At 
the same time these records should be updated and sent to the 
estimating and planning departments for future usage • 
Lack of training of the project planners executives and 
managers in.constructing and implementing the LOB technique might 
be one of the main problems which faces the achievement of the 
project objectives • Training courses and seminars should be 
scheduled for the line staff to furnish them ~ith the necessary 
construction management techniques needed for their ~ork • 
Their is no doubt that computers should be used in 
constructing and implementing the LOB, especially in projects 
involving many critical activities and very frequent tracking • 
Computer outputs may be configured to help management in 
analyzing problems and reaching better decisions 
Using computers will lead to the following improvement : 
(1) Computers will substantially reduce the time required to 
prepare and maintain the LOB and program charts • 
C2> The accuracy will increase • 
C3) The program charts are reproducible and can be used in 
reports and proposals • 
(4) The effectiveness of corrective action can readily be 
evaluated though simulation • 
(5) The actual project status can be evaluated • 
(6) Computerized LOB can also be used as a method of 
transmitting accurate information bet~een the sub-
contractor and the main contractor or betNeen the main 
contractor and the o~ner • 
C7) Project documentation is enhanced by using a 
computerized program • This will help in creating a data 
base for the proJect which could be used in future 
estimates and future planning • 
Research work in the area of constructing and implementing 
the LOB as a planning , scheduling and control tool for highly 
repetitive unit projects should be encouraged to identify the 
shortcomings , eliminate hidden implementation problems and 
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